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Abstract

2 CAVITY AND POWER AMPLIFIER

Harmonic numbers of 1 and 2 imply RF frequencies of
fi = 1.05 MHz and fs = 2.11 MHz. Each cavity is composedof two RF gaps driven in parallel by the power amplifier. The h = 1 cavities are designed for a gap voltage
of V, = 10 kV and the h = 2 cavities are identical but
for less gap capacitance.Inductance is supplied by coaxial
stacksof Phillips 4.M2 ferrite. There are 21 rings per gap
and each ring is 2.72cm thick. The rings have inner and
outer diametersof 25 cm and 50 cm, respectively.
A large magnetic field in the ferrite cuts down on the to1 INTRODUCTION
tal cavity length. The AGS Booster uses the sameferrite,
In broad terms, the Spallation Neutron Source consists the same2 to 1 ratio of outer to inner radius, and similar
of a linear accelerator, accumulator ring, and mercury frequency range. Assuming the sameRF magnetic field an
h = 1 gap field of 13kV can be supportedwithout Q losses
target[l, 21. The linear acceleratorproducesa 1 GeV, Hbeamwhich is chargeexchangeinjected for M 1000 turns. or similar ferrite problems. Assuming the magnetic field
After accumulationthe beamis extractedusing a fast kicker varies as l/r within the ferrite, the magnetic field has a
and sent to the mercury target. The purpose of the accu- maximum RF amplitude of B,f = 31 mT for V, = 10 kV.
mulator ring RF system is to maintain a gap for the rise The cavity resonant frequency is tuned using bias current
time of the extraction kicker while maintaining low peak which flows in opposite directions through the two cells
beam current and large momentum spread[3, 4, 51. The leading to negligible RF voltage acrossthe bias supply. The
latter considerationsprevent spacechargestopbandrelated baseline design calls for a constantresonantfrequency durlosses and coherent instabilities. Table 1 summarizesRF ing the cycle, but the possibility of dynamically tuning the
cavity is a principle area of R&D. The Iirst article cavity
related machine parameters.
has been built. Low power measurementsof the resonant
frequency and R/Q, with no bias, agreedwith design val*Work performed under the auspicesof the.United StatesDepartment ues at the few percentlevel.
of Energy
The design of the power amplifier is driven by beam
t blaskiewicz@boLgov
loading requirements. During the millisecond of accumulation the averagebeam current rises from 0 to 34 A. The
maximum
amplitude of the first harmonic component is
parameter
value
11
=
50
A
and the secondharmonic component is down
circumference
248m
by
a
factor
of
10. The philosophy here is to design the
transition gamma
5.25
power amplifier for h = 1 and use the same design for
total h=l voltage
40 kV
h = 2. This reduces EDIA significantly and allows the
h=l gap capacitance
3nF
h = 2 system to to be easily modified to h = ;l if detotal h=2 voltage
20 kV
sired. The base line design requires the power amplifier
h=2 gap capacitance
0.75 nF
to fully compensatethe beam current while providing the
spacechargeZln
i200 R
necessary
quadraturecomponent to drive the gap voltage.
proton kinetic energy
1 GeV
The
cavity
resonantfrequency is fixed, and equal to the RF
injected bunch length
610 ns
frequency.
In some sensethis may be pessimistic but the
injected energy spread f3.8MeV, full
consequences
of this assumptionto the overall systemcost
protons at extraction time
2.08 x 1014
are
not
great,
whereas
the benefits for systemperformance
accumulation time
1100 turns
and reliability are very valuable.
extraction gap
250ns
A Thompson (TH558) tetrode drives two gaps in paralrepetition rate
60 Hz
lel while supplying the necessaryanodecurrent. With three
cavities (6 accelerating gaps) at h = 1 and 7 kV/gap the
Table 1: Machine Parameters
anodedissipation reaches500 kW at the end of accumulaDuring accumulation the RF beam current in the the spallation neutron source ring rises from 0 to 50 amperes. A
clean, 250 nanosecondgap is needed for the extraction
kicker risetime. Large momentum spreadand small peak
current are neededto prevent instabilities and stopbandrelated losses. A robust RF system meeting these requirementshas been designed.

tion. The time averagedissipation is much smaller, about
50 kW, but very high reliability is required and stressing
the tube could lead to shorter life. The h = 2 systemhas
one cavity with two gapsand lO’kV/gap. The h = 2 beam
loading is much smaller than for h = 1.
Since the RF systemis on for N 2 ms every 16.7 ms, the
tube will be biased off for most of the time.. The grid bias
supply can switch between cutoff and quiessant statesin
M 100~s. An anodepower supply consists of two, charging 14 kV, 3 A supplies and capacitor bank. The total capacitance of the bank is 75,uF. For a 10 A draw starting
at 10 kV, with a charging current of 6 A the anodevoltage
droopsby 3% over 2 ms.
Every effort is being made to reduce surprises during
commissioning. Toward this end a full power beam-cavity
simulator is planned. This device would useone power amplifier to drive the cavity, and anotherto simulate the beam.
The beamcircuit will be attachedto the anodeof the beam
PA and encircle the ferrite stack of the cavity. The low
level drive for the simulator will mimick both dipole and
quadrupolebeam oscillations. In this way we will test the
tuning scheme,the high level RF system,and the low level
RF systemwell before installation.

gap voltage, and anode supply voltage B+ are related via
VA(t)+vg(t)

= B+. WithOdy

afeWpCrCentdroOp,the

anode supply voltage was assumedconstant. The final relation involves the anodecurrent, grid drive voltage VG and
anode voltage. For reasonableparametersthe anode voltagedependsonly on the combination VA + ,UVGwhere the
amplification factor /I dependsonly on the screenvoltage,
which is held constant during the cycle. Figure 2 shows
IA = G(VA + ~VG) for the TH558 tetrode with a screen
voltage of 2 kV.
The RF control loops directly affect the grid drive voltage so in equation (1) set

IA(t) = G(B+ - V,(t) + PVG(t))*
The grid drive voltage is taken to be
vG(t) = IG(t) si+,ft)

- &G(t) cos(&ft) + VG,

where Wrf is the ideal RF frequency, i& is a DC offset and
the in phaseIG and quadratureQG amplitudes vary slowly.
The ideal RF frequency is set before injection begins and
the phaseis chosenso that extraction can be defined to better than one turn.
Since the beam current is not a pure sinusoid, the gap
3 VOLTAGE CONTROL AND BEAM
voltage is not a pure sinusoid. However, the in phase Ig
STABILITY
and quadratureQg componentsof the gap voltage at +f
In analytic models of steady state beam loading [6, 7, 81 can be defined with respectto a given measurementprocethe ratio of beaminduced voltage to total gap voltage plays dure. The control system will be digital, so a natural unit
an important role. For SNS this beam loading parame- of time is one turn. Define the raw in phaseand quadrature
ter is N 3, so the stability if the RF system could be componentsof the gap voltage on the nth turn to be
compromised. Unlike typical accelerators,the SNS cycle
time is comparble to the synchrotron period, so the tranIi(n) = $
nTf sin(w,ft)V,(t)dt,
(2)
sient responseof the beam-cavity interaction is very imrf (n-l)Tvf
portant. Additionally, the dual harmonic system leads to
very nonlinear dynamics and analytic results are difficult
(3)
Q:(n) = --$~~~~~,
cos(w,ft)V,(t)dt.
to obtain. Therefore, simulations of the beam-cavity sysF
tem have been a primary design tool.
A schematicof the beam,cavity and generatorfor a sin- In the actual system these might be generatedby digital
gle gap cavity is shown in Figure 1. The electric field in FIR filters but for any reasonableclock rate there will be
the gap, Es is related to the gap voltage V, and the equiva- little difference between the analog and digital quantities.
lent gap length f?, via B&?, = -V,. The beamcurrent, 1s The raw values are then subject to delay and smoothing to
is positive to the left so a positive value of V, accelerates createthe inputs to the control system. This is modeled as
the beam. Supposethe systemis quiessantfor t < 0. The a lagged, auto-regressivefilter,
anodecurrent IA, gap voltage and beamcurrent arerelated
I,(n + 1) = 64(n) + (1 - d)c(n - n,),
(4)
via
Q,(n + 1) = 6Qg(n) + (1 - @Qi(n - ng),
(5)
t

+

;

/ V,(t’)dt’,

(1)

gO

where C, and L, are the equivalent capacitanceand inductance of one gap, Rf is the shunt impedance of the
ferrite for one gap, and ngap = 2 is the number of gaps
driven by one power amplifier. The anode voltage VA,

where 6 = exp(-T,,prra), r, is the accumulation rate, and
ng is the signal delay in turns. The lower limit on the delay
is set by the round trip time between the ring and the RF
control room, n,T,f 2 750 ns.
In generalthe in phaseand quadraturecomponentsof the
gap voltage will not be equal to their target values I,(n)
and Q,(n). The first level of RF control varies the grid
drive amplitudes IG and QG to approachthe desired values of the gap voltage componentsI, and Qg. To obtain

The dettming angle is zero in the baseline design but,
anticipating dynamic tuning, takeit to be given by equation
(7) with Rt replaced by a constant. Assuming that L,(n)
and and C, are reasonablywell known, all the parameters
of the voltage feedbackloop are defined.
Along with the voltage feedback the design calls for a
feed-forward correction using the measuredbeam current.
Assume the in phase IB and quadrature Qn components
of the beamcurrent are measuredusing the samealgorithm
as for the in phase and quadrature componentsof the gap
voltage. Let Tn and nn be the accumulation rate and delay
for the acquisition of the beam current components. The
feed forward correction for the beamcurrent is taken to be
Figure 1: Equivalent beam-cavity circuit.

=Gf-$(

the feedbackmatrix assumethat the error is small and define the error terms AI,, AI,, AQG, AQa . Inserting these
errors in equation (1) and keeping first order termsyields
cos4h
sin &

zItB),

(9)

where in and QB are the in phaseand quadraturecomponents of beamcurrent for which the cavity is tuned. For an
accuratevalue of RA the ideal feed forward gain is Gf = 1.
Let I& and V$ be the solutions to equation (8) then, with
the feed forward correction given by equation (9) the high
frequency grid drive signal is given by

(6)
where RA is the anode resistance and Zt is the loaded
impedanceof the cavity. The detuning angle is given by

taJlr$,=- % - wrfCgRt,
Wrf L,

where Rl is the loaded shunt impedanceof the gap. For
feedbackloops define a low level gain G,. The low level
loops causethe grid drive signal to changeaccording to

5oor----71

where 1; and Qb are best guessvalues for the amplitude
functions which are based on the behavior during earlier
cycles. The in phaseand quadratureamplitudes are defined
at the beginning of each turn and linearly interpolated between turns.
The RF simulation uses standard techniques[9]. The
previous equations are transformed into a set of first order differential equations and discretized. The total RF
kick is updated once per particle per turn with 360 time
slices per turn. Spacecharge makes a significant contribution to the longitudinal force. For frequencies below
fFf Pnhfa N 75 MHz the spacecharge forces can be updated once per turn. At the reference azimuth the voltage
due to spacechargeis
v

(t) _ &e dh(t)
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Figure 2: Anode current versus effective voltage for a
screenvoltage of 2 kV. The amplification factor is ~1= 132

dt ’

(11)

where Z,, m 2000 is the spacechargeimpedance[lO]. The
spacechargekick was obtained by convolving the binned
beam current with a differentiated, 50ns pulse. The beam
is modeled by M N lo4 macro-particles. The beam current on nth turn is a sum over macro-particles and a binning/smoothing function f(t) is used to reduce unphysical
high harmonics
A4

16(t)= c fb - 43.
k=l

The changein proton energy dependson arrival time at the
gap.
@+I = -@ + $4otadt:),
where the total voltage is nca,,ngapVgapplus 2nd harmonic
and spacecharge. Arrival time on the next turn changes
dependingon the energy deviation
tkn+l = t: +vTmw

0.01
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E:+, - Eo
Eop2 -

Table 1 summarizesthe RF parameters.Notice that the
injected energy spreadis f3.8MeV with a rectangulardistribution. This is createdby an energy wiggler cavity running at a slightly different frequency from.the LINAC RF.
The net effect is to broaden the rms width of the energy
distribution without creating the tails associatedwith a debuncher cavity. The simulations assumed2 turns of delay and the accumulation rates rg and rg were taken to be
lOO/ms. The target h = 1 RF voltage was ramped from
30 to 40 kV over the first 500 turns. To be pessimistic, the
best guessvalues of the in phaseand quadraturegrid drive
voltageswere nulled pG = Q% = 0. Only the voltage error
and feed forward signals, via equations (8) and (9), created
the grid drive voltage for h = 1. With its smaller beam
loading, the h = 2 voltage was set to half the h = 1 target
value throughout the cycle.
Figure 3 shows the longitudinal phase space, the rf
bucket, and the edgesof tbe kicker gapjust before extraction. Figure 4 shows the bunch current, the spacecharge
voltage and the total RF voltage just before extraction. The
gap is clean and the bunching factor is 0.4.
The phaseand amplitude loops arenecessary,but the RF
systemis fairly robust with respectto feed forward errors.
Figure 5 illustrates the situation when there is no feed forward. The maximum error in the RF voltage waveform is
s5 kV and the bunch is acceptable. However, with the
heavy beam loading, feedforward is required for system
stability and a small, unstable, oscillation exists without it.
In practice, evenwith marginal feed forward the RF system
should easily meet its specifications.
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Figure 3: Phasespacedistribution and bucket at extraction
for nominal design.
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Figure 4: Currents and voltages at extraction for nominal
design. The binned current, convolved with a 50nssmoothing pulse, is shown.

refered to as tuning the cavity. Dynamic tuning refers to
continuously changing the ferrite bias so that equation (12)
is satisfied throughout the cycle. For SNS with 2 x 1014
protons and I$ = 6.7 kV, the inductance’per gap needsto
drop from 7.5pH to 5.7pH during lms. The RF magnetic
4 DYNAMIC TUNING
field will be N 300G so the fenites are changing quickly
By changing the cavity resonantfrequency as the beam is under high field conditions. Experiments are neededto test
stacked the amount of RF drive current can be reduced. this scenario.
Conversely,the h = 1 gap voltage can be increased.For a
Experiments have been done on a parallel LRC circuit.
steadystatesystemwith beamcurrent &,(t) = Ib cos(w,&
The inductance was provided by two ferrite cores with 4
and gap voltage V,(t) = pg sin(w,pt), the minumum RF RF coupling turns, and the cores were in parallel. A 1 kS1
anodecurrent is IA(t) = <T+,~~/I$) sin(w,& and the resistor, and a 2.9 nF of capacitor completed the circuit.
cavity resonantfrequency is
For no tuning current the measuredinductance of the ferrites measuredin parallel L = 9.8pH. This gives a bare
resonant frequency of 944 kHz. The drive frequency was
W,,. =Wrf (1+&J2.
(12) swept from 1.092 MHz to 1.249 MHz over 1 ms and the
systemwas pulsed at 60 Hz.
With a constantbias current, and a nearly constantdrive
Since wres = l/a
the ideal frequency can be obtained by changing the cavity inductance. This is accom- current amplitude, the RF voltage dropped from 390 V to
plished by changing the bias field within the ferrites and is 65 V during the frequency sweep. #en the bias current
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Figure 5: Currents and voltages at extraction for no
feed forward.The binned current, convolved with a 50ns
smoothing pulse, is shown.
was rampedlinearly during the sweep,with the samedrive
current amplitude, the RF voltage remainednearly constant
at 275 V. Optimal results required the bias current to be
reversedbetween RF pulses to reset the ferrite hysteresis
curve. The reduction in peakvoltage is due to dynamic loss
within the ferrite and can be compensatedby increasing the
drive.
With four coupling turns and 300 V, theseexperiments
test an equivalent gap voltage of 1.6 kV. Further testsare
neededto check operating conditions. Under the assumption that the ferrite testswill succeed,simulations have included dynamic tuning. Figures 6 and 7 show its clear benefits.
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Figure 7: DC anodecurrent during the cycle for the nominal caseand with dynamic tuning.
with the nominal 40 kV/turn. The h = 2 voltage ramped
15kV to 20 kV in both cases. The average anode
current is significantly smaller for the tuned case. This is
true even though the anodepower supply voltage is B+ =
12 kV for the tuned caseand B+ = 10 kV for the nominal
case. Additionally, the total energy depositedin the anode
eachSNS cycle is signilicantly smaller for the tuned case.
from
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